This unhappy picture is the result of 'a vast educational complex' which has 'served to train producers and consumers, to manage labour supply, and, more importantly, to teach those values necessary to maintain the kind of community now in existence'. (187) The book from which these passages are extracted is a collection of documents, grouped together under a series of introductions by Karier. The intention is to provide illustrations of the kind of thinking that Karier regards as being responsible for America's ills. The evidence includes pieces by the popular columnist Walter Lippmann and others on mental testing, and writers on dysgenics and 'applied raceology'. Some of it is very convincing, for example the production of clear evidence that J D Rockefeller was able to apply pressure on the University of Chicago in the appointment and 'controlling' of academic staff at the turn of the century.

It may be possible at this point to draw somewhat facile comparisons with the development of the study of educational history in South Africa. The 'old' history in South Africa also neglected the position of the subordinate groups in society, ignored the importance of educational agencies other than the school, and tended to view the evolution of formal education for whites as 'progress', sometimes with the implication that this occurred under divine guidance. Such 'new' history of education as has begun to emerge in South Africa, particularly in response to the crisis in black education which reached a peak in 1976 and has largely continued at acute crisis point since then, has concentrated on the education of black South Africans, has explored the role of informal and non-formal educational agencies (for example, night schools, the Wayfarers movement etc), shares a profound disillusionment with the results of formal education, and adopts what might loosely be termed a leftwing orientation, using as its analytical tools the political economy and the class struggle. But the influences on this 'new' history seem to come as much from the revisionists in general South African history like Shula Marks, Martin Legassick, Dan O'Meara and Harold Wolpe, and from recent radical British writers, as from the Americans whose work is being discussed here (it may be possible to
make an exception of Bowles and Gintis, but they are not historians).

The foregoing account of the radical revisionist movement in America was intended to highlight the main elements in that movement; in the process several important themes and writers have had to be neglected. The point has already been made that the radical revisionists dominated the educational history scene in the 1970s as the 'moderate' or liberal revisionists had in the 1960s. And, like that group, they did not have it all their own way, frequently attracting criticism, often vitriolic criticism, from their colleagues and others. Cohen, in his 1976 review of the state of the art, compared them to the earlier social reconstructionists in that they, too, were committed to history of education as a form of social action. Unlike the earlier reconstructionists, however, who generally retained faith in America and its potential, the radical revisionists were antagonistic towards American schools, American society, and the liberal tradition. As Cohen says:

There are many reasons for revision in history. However, an a priori wish to condemn hardly seems legitimate, even if the partisan purpose is masked in the erudition of frame-of-reference theory or in the assertion that every generation must write its own history. Of course, someone must interpret our era to our contemporaries, but there is still a need for detachment, balance, judiciousness, and reasoned historical judgment. No two historians may tell the same story of the past, but there are 'standards of precision, credibility, and grace' which are constants. The new reconstructionists ask such loaded questions of the evidence that they can be pretty sure at the beginning what answer they will emerge with at the end. There is a finality and rationality about their work that terribly over-simplifies the ambiguity, the incompleteness, the complexity of historical events.

The Neo-Conservatives

Cohen's eloquent critique was moderate in relation to the savageness of some of the attacks directed against the radical revisionists by
a group of vociferous conservative scholars. Bowers (191) lumped them together with what he contemptuously called the 'neo-romantics of the alternative school movement' in order to punish them for obfuscating the central issue which he saw as 'the technocratic ideology and its existential and ecological implications' and which, he feared, would destroy us while the radicals fiddled about. Bowers concentrated on the limitations of using class analysis as a conceptual model for understanding present problems, and the facile identification of 'capitalism' as the culprit. While conveniently overlooking grave problems in marxist countries: the tendency to magnify the problems of American society while remaining silent about the civil liberties and social and economic advantages enjoyed by so many American - including the leftist educational revisionists who mostly occupy safe academic positions - is such a pervasive characteristic of the revisionists' writing that one can only wonder if it is not an expression of ressentiment.(192)

Diane Ravitch has been one of the most consistent and vocal critics of the revisionists. In her most recent book, The Schools we Deserve, she deprecates the lowering of academic standards in America and places some of the blame for the general malaise at the door of 'contemporary New Left histories of education' with their view that 'public schooling has been a capitalist tool of indoctrination... slyly (or brutally) imposed on unwilling masses by arrogant reformers'. (193) The truth about American schools, she believes, 'is too complicated to be explained by simplistic slogans'. In her view the proper task for the historian of education today is to 'set aside tendentious generalisations and to search for a sense of once-living people with once-vital aspirations, for the culture within which they lived, and for the processes by which they were educated', with less assertion and ideological posturing and more documentation and painstaking investigation.(194)

Ravitch clearly has some sharp and pertinent points to make about the revisionists. Her case is spoiled, however, by the sweeping nature of her condemnation, her often frankly polemical and repetitive style, and her fondness for glib assertions that a
moment’s reflection shows to be totally unhelpful (like ‘societies get the schools they deserve’ - do black Americans ‘deserve’ their schools? Or black South Africans? Do the privileged classes in Britain ‘deserve’ schools like Eton and Harrow?). Inevitably, Ravitch has been called a variety of unpleasant names denoting a position on the extreme right wing of the political spectrum. Equally inevitably, she has become recognised as perhaps the most vocal - the shrillest, some would say - of the spokespersons for the ‘back to basics’ movement that has gained renewed impetus in response to the crisis in American education. In basic terms, her solution to the crisis lies largely in offering every child a good general academic education.

Towards Synthesis?

Moves towards a synthesis have been apparent in the 1980s. Kaestle, for example, spans new and old interpretations of the history of the antebellum common school (195), while Besag and Nelson provide an introduction to the study of education from divergent perspectives. Their central theme is the dialectic between synthesis and change and their method is to employ different social science models, including Marxism.(196)

Button and Provenzo have also attempted to move the debate over the history of American education in the direction of a synthesis.(197) While a great deal of information compiled by the traditional historians was still useful, much of their interpretation was disputed; Bailyn had ‘opened bright possibilities for educational historians’, but had also led them into a ganzfeld, ‘a world without cues and direction’; Cremin had established the need for educational institutions to be seen in their contemporary social context; Katz had initiated a fruitful new approach by employing constructs which stress the function of the school in the distribution of social rewards and power. But Eton and Provenzo have reservations; firstly, Katz’s focus is quite narrow - even if there were complete information on the distribution of rewards and power at a given time
and place, 'history should encompass a great deal more than that. There have been people and thoughts in history, as well as social forces'. (198) Secondly, by an unfortunate parallel, there is the ironical outcome referred to by Cohen: the new social history of the schools has the same air of inevitability as Cubberley's history did.

Inevitable is the doom of our culture and society, largely brought on by our schools. Thus, some new historians of education seem as certain of the evilness of schools as Cubberley was of their goodness. We are entitled to value judgments and, as historians, obliged to make them, but the history of our culture and our schools is far too complex for cosmic affirmation or denial. (199)

Button and Provenzo sum up the major developments in the study of educational history as follows:

Bailyn changed the field of educational history by extending its boundaries. Katz and the revisionists changed educational history by introducing political and social philosophy into the field. Other changes, somewhat quieter, but perhaps even more important, have now begun in the methodology of educational history. (200)

In this latter regard they refer to the use of computers in historical research, empirical research in the field, content analysis, and the examination and analysis of photographic and other visual data. All of these, they believe, have the effect of encouraging history 'from the bottom up', i.e. grassroots history.

Against the theoretical and historical background sketched here, Button and Provenzo, in the body of their work, examine the relationship between education and American culture, dealing mainly with the history of the American public schools, but not ignoring less formal means of education, over four periods: colonial times; the first century of independence; the period of progressive reform; and the period from the Depression to the student uprisings of the late 1960s. In their conclusions, they return to their earlier theme:
The past has not been simple, and much of it cannot be known to us. It would have been easier to demonstrate inevitable decline, just as fifty years ago it would have been simpler and more fashionable to recount inevitable triumph. But... a black-and-white representation would be too far from reality. Grays, tints, and colours, and light and shadow, come nearer to reality.(201)

As may be apparent from this passage, Button and Provenzo believe that part of the discipline of studying the past is literary. The present writer shares the belief that historical enquiry benefits at least as much from a literary imagination as from a scientific exactness.

Post-Revisionism

As has already been pointed out, radical revisionism was a phenomenon of the 1960s and 1970s and reflected the times when the Vietnam war and student unrest, for example, were important issues on American campuses. The debate thus addressed a particular period, and as the issues have changed so the debate about the nature and the role of the history of education has changed, in American as much as in British teacher education. Even the most radical of the revisionists found it impossible to be leftwing enough to satisfy all their students. They found the critique from the left 'devastating' and began to question where the end of the process would would normal standards of scholarship have to be abandoned? One response was a moderation of the fervour with which radicalism itself was pursued. The present climate on American campuses is very much more conservative than it was a decade and a half ago, and this is reflected in the position of educational history.(202)

In a sense, of course, revisionism went through a normal process of academic review, in which scholars presented their work for the reaction and criticism of their peers, particularly in the pages
of scholarly journals, as well as in seminal books and monographs. Over a period of approximately fifteen years, this important new initiative ran its course in this manner. The revisionist position, in its varied manifestations, was advanced, criticised and fought out, with major new insights being added to the discipline of educational history and former positions abandoned. As an issue in itself, revisionism now seems to have been laid to rest and the journals no longer reflect it as a major topic. Several of the most prominent figures in the debate have moved on, among them Katz, for example, who is now involved in urban studies.

Best's most recent work provides an excellent survey of recent developments in research into the history of American education. The topics dealt with provide one with a clear indication of the agenda of the American educational historian in the 1980s and illustrate the way in which current work in the field has now moved beyond the revisionist debate. They include institutional history, biographic study, quantitative history, oral history, history of curriculum, policy study, comparative and cross-cultural study, regional study, ethnic and minority study, women's history and the history of childhood and family life. This is reminiscent of the current agenda in the UK, described in the previous chapter. One is reminded here of the 'somewhat quieter' changes in the methodology of educational history referred to by Button and Provenzo. There have also been important changes in the themes. For example, educational and social historians have begun to abandon social control in interpreting the past. As Reese says, 'By emphasising the role of individuals as active forces in shaping the past, historians continue to chip away at social control theories of American history and develop more complex interpretations'.

Finally, in any survey of the recent historiography of American education, mention has to be made of Sol Cohen's monumental task in compiling the most extensive documentary collection on the subject, covering nearly five centuries in five volumes.
History of Education and Teacher Education: the 1970s and 1980s

The literature on the history of American education flourished so profusely and the debate raged so vigorously from the 1960s that it has required a somewhat lengthy exposition in order to review them even briefly. Having established the background, however, it is now possible to view the position of the history of education in American teacher education during the 1970s and 1980s, the previous discussion having taken us to the 1960s and the failure of the protagonists of the various schools of thought (the supporters of the social foundations of education; the advocates of separate disciplines; the 'academicians' and the 'professionals') to reach consensus, a situation that Cohen described as the nadir of the history of education in the USA.

The work of the early revisionists like Bailyn and of the Committee on the Role of Education in American History had a great influence on educational historians involved in teacher education. Opportunities for research and study opened up and several important conferences were mounted, as already mentioned. In 1968 history of education was brought into the fold of academic respectability through the establishment of Division F: History and Historiography within the American Educational Research Association.

As Cohen remarks:

"For educational historians in schools of education, the early 1960s was the beginning of a new era.... When the history of education began to attract the departmental historians, we had an opportunity to reconnect with the rigorous canons of historical scholarship. The alliance with history meant emancipation from the clutches of foundations courses. We were finally able to renounce the requirement that our work be immediately relevant and provide clear direction for dealing with current problems, dilemmas, and crises of contemporary education."

Writing in the mid-1970s, Cohen was able to claim that the vision of a new history of education advanced by Bailyn, Cremin and
Wilson Smith - of a discipline based on humanistic values, broadly conceived, and with close connections with social and intellectual history - had come true, accompanied by 'an unprecedented enrichment of educational historiography' and presenting prospects for the history of education that seemed brighter than ever. It will be recalled that a similar period of vigorous expansion in the history of education occurred in Britain at roughly the same time. Some of the underlying reasons appear to be comparable: it was, in both countries, a time of social tension and growing concern about the role of education in either perpetuating social inequality or eradicating it; it was also a time of relative economic prosperity and of a concomitant expansion in formal education, in both cases stimulated at least partly by unexpected Russian technological and scientific successes; it was also a time when significant developments in general history inevitably affected the history of education.

As in the case of Britain, too, the revival in the history of education in American teacher education was rather short-lived. Tension between 'professionals' and 'academicians' was not removed, even within departments and schools of education. As Cohen says, the question of the educational historian's 'function' in the schools of education, 'liberal' or 'professional', seemingly settled in one decade, erupts in another.

The present writer's investigations in the USA during the summer of 1985 suggest that history of education in American teacher education courses now occupies roughly the same place it does in Britain. Pre-service or initial courses have been almost entirely oriented towards teaching expertise, with 'peripheral' subjects having been squeezed out. Many education graduates complete their courses without any specific exposure to the history of American education; at best they might have undertaken an introductory course with a smattering of the old disciplines. One factor in this situation is the high cost of tuition which pushes students towards 'practical' courses rather than the 'luxury' of 'theoretical' courses. While
The mid-1980s are, in general, a critical period in American education, signified by a federal commission whose report, Nation at Risk (1983), expressed alarm at declining standards and downward trends in student achievements. Low opinions of teacher competence and of teacher education in general were reflected in a special section of the Teachers College Record of Spring 1983 (see also the discussion on this point earlier in this chapter), and in the literature more widely. (212)

While the public mood favours a demand for better trained teachers, there are inevitably conflicting views on how this might be
achieved. (213) The University of Minnesota, for example, has introduced an additional year of preparation, making five in all, for all teaching graduates. The fifth year builds on an academic discipline as well as providing intensive work in method and a spell of supervised teaching. The problem is that it is expensive for students and for society. The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (with 720 member institutions, including large universities and small liberal arts colleges) has so far strongly resisted the idea of a fifth year, largely for fear of declining enrolments.

One of the anxieties experienced by some teacher educators is that state involvement may have a levelling down effect as a result of relatively low state requirements becoming the norm. Some states operate a system of 'program approval' in terms of which teacher education courses are reviewed and approved every five years (cf. the discussion in chapter 2 on the operation of the NCATE in Britain).

It is clear that the days of free-booting endeavours in teacher education, if ever they really existed, are over and that training institutions are faced with new demands of accountability and relevance. In this situation, the history of education, like the other components of the traditional teacher education curriculum, faces challenges to its existence. Some historians have thrown in the towel, others are seeking new ways for their discipline to survive. It is unlikely that history will again come to occupy the pre-eminent place it once did in American teacher education programmes, and it is unlikely that historians of education will again come to exercise the power and the influence once wielded by men like Cubberley and Monroe.

A Brief Case Study: the changing Teachers College curriculum

Teachers College (of Columbia University, New York City), or TC as it is commonly called, has been a pre-eminent teacher education institution, and many of the developments and many of the leading
historians of education featured in this chapter have been associated with it. It was, for example, the pioneering institution in its introduction of the Social Foundations of Education in the 1930s. For these reasons an examination of the changing TC curriculum illustrates many of the major themes of this chapter. (214)

In 1912-1913, a course in the History and Principles of Education was compulsory for all undergraduate students, together with courses in general and educational psychology, in keeping with the contemporary dominance of history and psychology as the main 'theoretical' disciplines in teacher education. 'History and Principles of Education' involved 'the study of the educational ideas and practices of historic periods during which conceptions of education based on fundamental principles have been formulated'. There was a clear intention to present the course as having practical relevance: 'The aim of the course is to present the essential features of the educational thought of the past as a basis for the more detailed historic, philosophic, and methodic study of the principles of education as formulated in the present'. History of education was well-represented in other courses on offer: the Educational Theories of Herbart and Froebel, and the Social and Philosophical Foundations of Greek and Roman Education each occupied two and a half courses, while Professor Paul Monroe gave two full courses on each of History of Education in the USA and History of Education in England.

By 1936-1937 the Foundations of Education had been introduced, with courses in the 'General Fields of Education dealing with the Nature of the Individual and Objectives of Education in Modern Society'. There had been a proliferation of optional courses; history, for example, included:

1) Historical Development and Current Problems in Education;
2) Historical Foundations of Modern Education;
3) Historical Development of Modern Education;
iv) History of Education in its relationship with sociological backgrounds (including the rise and evolution of nationalism, social changes following industrial revolutions and their effects on the development of universal education);
v) History of Education in its relationship with intellectual and ethical backgrounds (a general survey and interpretation of the more significant intellectual influences on modern education);
vii) History of Education in the United States before 1860;
viii) History of Education in the United States after 1860;
ix) Education of Women - including Russia, Germany and the USA;

Two of the main teachers of these courses were Professors Butts and Reisner.

The second and third of the courses above represented the main chronological surveys. The second covered the centuries from the classical Greeks to the European Renaissance, and specific consideration was given to Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Abelard, Erasmus and Calvin. Attention was also given to several fundamental problems which appear to have repeated themselves in different form and context in each critical era of human history. These included the rise and decline of educational institutions; the educational changes demanded by a changing social order; the construction and reconstruction of the school curriculum; and the role of education as an instrument of social control. (One may be struck by the relative modernity of the content here, including the reference to social control). The third course looked at education during the previous three centuries, and considered the development of modern science and scientific education; the emergence of modern democracy and individualism; the origin and development of psychological theories; and the development of new ethical and religious requirements in education. Special attention was given to Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Herbart, Froebel, Thorndike and Dewey.

By 1951, the foundations of education were being offered in two departments, Social and Philosophical Foundations, and Psychological Foundations, and all work was on a graduate level. Courses in Historical and Comparative Foundations in the first of these
departments were presented in these terms: 'The history of education and its comparative study are used to gain fruitful insights and to suggest sound historical interpretations upon which to base present decisions in educational policy'. Five courses were on offer here:

1) Historical development of Modern Education (Cremin was the teacher), which considered the development of Western education from ancient Greece: 'The role of education in differing societies will be discussed with constant reference to present day problems' (still the usual anxiety to justify history of education on the grounds of its relevance for contemporary problems).

2) History of Education in American Culture (Butts), which examined the social and intellectual forces that shaped educational theory and practice from colonial to present times.

3) Church and State in American Education (Butts).

4) History of Education in Western Culture (Cremin): modern education in Europe and America, with special attention to liberalism, industrialism, nationalism, totalitarianism and democracy.

5) The Historical Approach to Current Issues in Education (Butts and Cremin): an 'historical treatment of some of the most important problems that face the makers of educational and public policy in America' – including the church-state controversy, the struggle for federal aid, academic freedom and professional organization, the equalization of educational opportunity, and the relation of social classes and social forces to educational policy.

In 1971-1972, what was now the Division of Philosophy, the Social Sciences and Education, of which Cremin had become director, offered an even wider range of courses in the history of education, the choice of topics revealing quite dramatically the changes that had been introduced to the agenda. The teachers of these courses included Butts, McClintock, Sloan and Hu (Cremin was away on leave that year, but would normally have undertaken an active teaching role). The courses on offer, under the label of history, were:

1) Education in Western History (the educational repercussions of changes in the modes of communication).

2) Religion, Class and Politics in European Education.

3) History of Education in the United States.

4) Education of the West (Butts, naturally).

5) Education and the Problem of Nationalism (in the non-Western World and with emphasis on the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Hu).
vi) Chinese Education under Communism (Hu).

vii) Religion, Culture and Education in Nineteenth Century America.

viii) Class, Culture and Education in Modern England.

ix) The History of American Social Thought (including nationalism, Social Darwinism, progressivism, collectivism, neo-romanticism, the new physics, social science and cultural pluralism).

x) History and Theory of Higher Education.

xi) Comparative History of Higher Education.

xii) Asian Education and Cultural Change (Hu).

xiii) African Education and Cultural Change (tradition and change in contemporary Africa, especially Sub-Saharan Africa).

xiv) Studies in African Education (selected problems in African education of particular relevance for students from Africa or with previous experience in Africa).

In addition to the course work, there were seminars on the history of education in the West, in America and in Asia; on Afro-American history; and on education and the modernisation process in developing nations. Several comments may be made on this quite bewildering list. As already suggested, it reflects the widening agenda of the history of education and the emphasis on change in society and education, which is part of the revisionist approach to education as process rather than institution. The widening geographical scope was clearly because there were experts available (Hu for Asia, and Sheffield for Africa) and also because TC was attracting larger numbers of students from the Third World, but it was also part of the general widening and deepening focus. Finally, the regular attention to connections between education and cultural change is a marked feature of the courses listed for 1971-1972.

By 1985-1986 Cremin became President of TC, but he still taught in the Division of philosophy, the Social Sciences and Education. The history courses were now organised into three groups, Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced.

Introductory;

i) History of Education in the United States (Cremin and Lagemann).

ii) Religion and Education in American Culture (Sloan).

iii) History of American Social Thought (similar to the
iv) History of Urban Education in the USA: the development of formal public education, especially in New York City (Revith).
v) Educational Thought in the West, from Socrates to Freud, via, inter alia, Dante, Erasmus, Luther, Locke, Rousseau, Marx, Nietzsche and Weber (McClintock).
vi) Class, Culture and Education in Modern England (of the 1971 course)
vii) History of Education in Modern Europe; the origins and development of modern universities and secondary schools and class structure in the nineteenth century; and the quest for equality in the twentieth.
viii) History of Educational thought in America.

Intermediate:

i) History and Theory of Higher Education (Sloan).
ii) Education in Western Literature (McClintock).
iii) Education and Politics in European Thought (the educational ideas of political theorists) (McClintock).
iv) Knowledge and Human Values: an historical and philosophical perspective on conceptions of knowing, modes of consciousness, and educational aims in nineteenth and twentieth century American thought) (Sloan).
v) Historical Interpretation in American Education.
v) Historical Method.
vii) Theories of History.

Advanced:

i) Colloquium in history and education: a discussion of research and teaching topics, the presentation of dissertation proposals and drafts, and exploration of employment prospects of specialists in history and education.
iii) Seminar in the History of Western Education (McClintock).
iv) Seminar in the History of Asian Education.
v) Seminar in the History of American Education (Cremin).

Perhaps the most striking change here is the almost total concentration on Western education, particularly American education.

Also worthy of note are the pruning of several themes popular in the seventies and the introduction of urban education (cf the discussion of this in chapter 2).

As a graduate school, TC admits candidates who already have a
Bachelors degree (usually from a liberal arts college) to the MA, MS, EdM, EdD and PhD degrees. The specifically teacher education programmes (programmes for the psychological and health service professions are also offered) are generally field-based, sometimes offering up to two semesters of observation, internship and student teaching. Applicants need not have included courses in education in their undergraduate programmes but are expected to be adequately prepared in their teaching fields. The actual curriculum to be followed by a student pursuing, say, the elementary or the secondary teacher's course, is very flexible and fluid and is chosen from a range of elective courses very much broader than is the case in comparable programmes in Britain or South Africa. The State of New York requires of masters' high school programmes that the student takes a major teaching subject (at least 26 undergraduate credits, which would normally be obtained during the liberal arts programme), and work in curriculum design, classroom management, adolescent development (developmental psychology), the foundations (again, the liberal arts programme may have satisfied the requirements here), and in subjects related to the major subject. Particularly in the elementary teachers programme the assumption is that the real need is to develop skill and competencies rather than undertake advanced study. Clearly, in the professional programmes the general bias is towards functionalism and many students will gain no exposure to the history of American education as such. In research degree work and post-doctoral study, however, Teachers College offers rich opportunities in the history of education.
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CHAPTER 4

The Development of formal teacher education in South Africa

In this chapter an attempt will be made to provide a context for the subsequent discussion, in Chapters 5 and 6, of the role of the study of the history of education in the training of teachers in South Africa. For such a discussion to be meaningful it is first necessary to trace the historical development of teacher education in this country, as we done for Britain and the USA in the previous two chapters. Since this theme has been relatively under-researched in this country, some detail will have to be entered into, particularly with regard to black teacher training. Where it seems relevant and helpful, comparisons will be drawn between the three countries, and note will be taken of British and American influences on the South African situation.

Attempts to apply Bailyn's 'retrospective analysis' to a study of any aspect of the history of South African education are complicated by several factors which do not always apply to Britain and the USA. The most obvious of these is the presence of two strongly contrasting traditions in education, which may broadly be labelled 'Afrikaner nationalist' and 'English liberal'. Such a sweeping categorisation, of course, tends to obscure the fact that within each of these traditions there are a number of different approaches and 'schools' and that over time important new developments have taken place in each which further reduce the usefulness of such a simple dichotomous classification. Thus in due course this study will consider such significant trends as Fundamental Pedagogics and Metagogics which have arisen within the 'Afrikaner' tradition and the current revisionist challenge to the 'English liberal' tradition.
Secondly, there is the racial and ethnic stratification that has shaped South African education historically and that is still its most characteristic feature. This has had important implications for teacher education. Until the comparatively recent past, educational studies in South Africa concentrated on the white sector and neglected the black. Now, however, partly as a result of the crisis that has engulfed black education since 1976, the education of black South Africans has become a prime focus in educational studies. (2) At the risk of over-simplification, it is probably true to say that while social stratification and class inequalities have been major preoccupations of writers on modern British education, racial and ethnic conflict and inequalities are the major preoccupations of their South African counterparts. Racial and ethnic factors do, of course, bear upon the British and American education systems, but the problem there is of a different dimension. It is the formal and legalised structuring of South African education along racial lines that distinguishes the situation here in contrast to both Britain and America. An important additional difference is the existence in South Africa since Union in 1910 of two official languages together with several indigenous African languages, and the resulting issue of the medium of instruction.

For the sake of organisational convenience, and because of the divergent educational experiences of most South Africans, this chapter will consider the position of the two major race groups separately, while bearing in mind the caution that 'the racial fragmentation of the educational system does not imply that there is no single and basic dynamic informing the whole', and that one should not isolate 'black education', for example, in a tight compartment without addressing its relationship to the entire educational edifice. (3)

The origins of formal teacher training in South Africa

The nineteenth century was the formative period for South African
education, in teacher training no less than in other sectors. It was during this period, for example, that the dualism that characterises the education of whites was established in the Transvaal, with English and Dutch generally attending separate institutions and being taught in their mother tongues. In the Cape and Natal instruction through the medium of English was the general pattern. Dutch-medium schools did exist, but were few and far between. As the state system burgeoned, it became exclusively English, especially after the University of the Cape of Good Hope came into being in 1873. The first break-through for Dutch came in 1911 with the Cape school elementary examination. It was the Transvaal pattern, however, that came to dominate the national system after Union. It was also the period when the foundations of a racially segregated system were laid, a system marked from its inception by gross inequalities in access and provision and, very often, by differentiated curricula. There were, of course, exceptions to these general patterns: a surprisingly large number of white children attended black mission schools in the Cape, for example (4), and some white parents anxious to foster bilingualism deliberately sent their children to schools of the other language group, some Afrikaners actually preferring the private schools modelled on the British public schools. (5) But for the great majority, black and white, the general patterns held good, and do so to this day. Even in the relatively few dual-medium or parallel-medium white schools, 'National and political tensions seeped into us from all directions'. (6) It is, of course, inevitable that the divisions and tensions of the wider society are reflected in its educational system.

**Teacher training for whites**

Only a cursory survey is given here, since Kellermann, Niven and Nel and Duminy provide exhaustive accounts of the origins and development of formal teacher training for white South Africans. (7)
for whites in nineteenth century South Africa, one may follow Malherbe in concentrating on the Cape system, 'since that system may be looked upon as the mother system... and whatever deviations may have been made by the other provinces when they instituted their own forms of certification, they followed the old Cape system very closely'.(8)

The first move towards state involvement in formal teacher training came in 1859 when the Cape administration placed the pupil-teacher system, adopted from the British practice (see Chapter 2), on a firmer financial basis by providing grants to pupil-teachers. Candidates had to be not less than 13 years old and had to serve an apprenticeship of five years. The supervising schoolmasters had to devote at least one hour daily, 'not within the stated school hours, to the instruction of the pupil-teachers under their charge in the subjects of examination'.(9)

In 1874 the training period was reduced to three years and supervising teachers received an additional grant for every candidate who passed the final examination for the elementary teacher's diploma. The compulsory subjects for examination were English, Reading, Writing, Arithmetic and School Management, with Dutch or 'Kafir' as optional subjects. In 1878 the Cape Education Department instituted a Middle Class Certificate, obtained after two years training and regarded as equivalent to the matriculation examination.

In Natal the pupil-teacher system was officially recognised in 1874. This involved teaching under supervision in the morning and study and instruction in method in the afternoons. After four years and the successful completion of the examinations in handwriting, arithmetic, spelling, English grammar, English history, geography, domestic economy and drawing, the candidates were awarded their Third Grade Certificate. In time this could be improved through private study to a Second Class Certificate, and then to a First Class Certificate after examination in one of Greek, Latin, German,
French, mathematics as a science. (10)

It is clear that, as in the case of Britain, the curriculum offered to pupil-teachers was an extremely circumscribed one, with nothing in it that might remotely be regarded as 'theory of education', and with no attention to the history of education as such. The emphasis was on content and teaching competence in the elementary school subjects. As happened in Britain, the pupil-teacher system in the Cape grew rapidly and constituted a major source of trained teachers well into the twentieth century. The other major source was the 'importation' of trained teachers from overseas, particularly Britain.

The first Normal College in the Cape was established by the Dutch Reformed Church in 1878, following the setting up of a fund for the training of teachers (through the Acta der Synodi of 1862). The church had been active since the 1850s in promoting the pupil-teacher system (cf. the role of the Church of England in the early days of teacher training in England). By the end of the century, further normal colleges had been established by the Cape Department of Education in Cape Town, Wellington and Grahamstown. Another ten colleges followed in other towns by 1919. As the number of training institutions increased, the pupil-teacher system declined and eventually ceased. Whereas in 1908 there had been 1,204 pupil-teachers and 680 students in colleges, by 1922 the position was reversed, with only 34 pupil-teachers as against 1,512 student teachers in colleges. One may note here that by 1925 the Cape Department had only four training institutions for Coloured teachers, and 14 'Native' institutions, both types being mostly run under the auspices of the English churches. (11)

The initial entry requirement for the Normal Colleges was Standard Four: this was raised in 1899 to Standard Five, in 1901 to Standard Six, in 1909 to Standard Seven, and in 1920 to Standard Eight. At first the entry requirement was the same for white and black student teachers, but by the time of Union the formal equality of standards ended. One may note here that the comparable dates for African
Discrepancy in formal qualifications remains one of the serious problems in South African teacher training.

The pupil-teacher system also operated in the British colony of Natal, and it was only in 1908 that the first institutions for the training of white teachers, the Natal Training College, was established in the former Governor-General's residence in Pietermaritzburg. This was fully half a century after the Natal Central Board of Education had first recommended the setting up of a college, although training classes had been run in conjunction with the Model Schools in both Pietermaritzburg and Durban since 1904. As late as 1922 there were still only 104 white student teachers in the province. The primary teachers' course ran over two years, and was partly professional, partly academic. The first principal, R A Gowthorpe, is described as 'a firm believer in repetition, in correctness of statement, and in attention to detail. He used to drill into his students definitions and declarations which he believed contained essential pearls of wisdom'.

In the South African Republic (the Transvaal) before the South African War, some training was provided at State Girls School and the State Boys School, but the output was very small. Apart from practical subjects the students studied Dutch, English, French, German, arithmetic, nature study, history, geography and hygiene. In 1897 the Volksraad passed a law to make provision for a teacher training institution (Kweekschool ter Opleiding van Onderwyzers) but the outbreak of war intervened. By 1899 the Transvaal had produced only 39 trained teachers with Third Class Certificates, which required merely a two year training post-Standard Six. It was only after the war that the newly-established Transvaal Education Department, created by the
British administration, moved to set up Normal Colleges, in terms of the Public Education Ordinance of 1903. This provided for the establishment, maintenance, inspection and control of a system of state educational institutions, including Normal Schools for the training of teachers, and laid down that teachers in state schools from 1904 had to be certificated by the Director of Education.(19) Although the Pretoria Normal College tried to insist on Standard Ten as the minimum entry qualification, in practice it had to admit students who would complete Standard Ten only during their period of training.(20)

Prior to the South African War, the pupil-teacher system in the Orange Free State involved an apprenticeship of three years, with the state providing small grants. In 1899 a Normal College was founded in Bloemfontein, but the war put an end to this first attempt to establish a formal teacher training institution.(21)

The development of formal teacher training in South Africa, through the creation of training colleges and, as will be described below, the involvement of universities in teacher training, was much tardier than was the position in Britain and America. One obvious reason for this was the strong reliance on teachers imported from abroad, especially Britain in the case of the Cape and Natal in the nineteenth century and well into the twentieth, and in the Transvaal after the South African War. The Boer Republics had also relied greatly on teachers from Holland. The Volksraad's Law No 14 of 1896, for example, provided for the importation of additional Dutch teachers, with the expense to be borne by the state. The Superintendent of Education in the Transvaal, Dr N Mansvelt (1892-99), was himself a Hollander, but he pleaded for the training of teachers by the Transvaal:

Ik beschouw het voor ons land van het hoogste belang dat terstond maatregelen genomen worden om ons eigen onderwijzerspersoneel te vormen, ten einde niet langar van de onzekere en menigwerp ongewenachte hulp uit het buitenland afhankelijk te zijn.(22)
It may be noted here that in the case of African education, including teacher training, there was also until at least the Second World War a strong reliance on teachers from Britain and to a lesser extent other countries. These teachers were generally supplied by the different missionary societies. Another factor here was the importance, for both black and white education, of the Cape as a source of trained teachers. This can be illustrated by the numbers of students in training in the different provinces in 1921:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cape</td>
<td>1436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transvaal</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFS</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natal</td>
<td>104 (23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was only in the 1920s that serious attempts were made to look to local sources of supply for trained teachers, and the long reliance on teachers from abroad not only had a retarding effect on teacher training but also, in the view of Brookes and Webb, fostered 'a colonial mentality' (24), with obvious implications for such matters as the content of the curriculum, in teacher training as in other branches of education. Since a great many of those involved in the training of teachers in South Africa had themselves been trained in Britain, it is only to be expected that their methods and the content of their courses followed closely on the British models described in Chapter 2. Although Britain provided the greatest degree of influence in the Cape and Natal, Dutch influences were also important in the former as well, of course, as in the northern republics. In the nineteenth century, for example, Dutch-speaking aspirant teachers in the Cape were expected to make a study of Denzel's textbook on the basic principles of education and teaching, first published in Amsterdam in 1836; the 'principles' dealt entirely with matters of school management and organisation, as well as offering uplifting remarks about the desirable characteristics of the teacher. The following is a typical example:—

De onderwijzer moet altijd zijne kinderen met eene opgeruimde ziel, vrolijk gezicht en opgewekte gebaren voorkomen. Het gemoed der
The teacher must always approach his children with a cheerful spirit, happy face and lively gestures. The mood of the little ones is very susceptible to the passing of dark clouds across the teacher's forehead, and their joy, the real life source of their learning, is disturbed when the face of their teacher shows heavy, dark lines - my translation.

A detailed examination of the curriculum and the textbooks used in South African normal schools and training colleges is beyond the scope of the present enquiry: this is one of many examples of the lacunae in educational research in South Africa.

University involvement in white teacher training

The Cape colonial administration instituted the First Class Teachers Certificate from about 1892. It could be awarded to serving teachers of long experience and exceptional merit, without any specific requirements regarding training or examination. The TC 1 was intended for senior secondary teachers, and by 1906 only six Cape teachers had been awarded the qualification. It was, however, to provide the basis for a postgraduate course of training introduced by the Union government in 1913. The entry requirement was a BA degree and the course itself ran for one-and-a-half years, with the certificate being awarded provisionally thereafter, pending a three year probationary period in a secondary school and the submission of a thesis 'giving proof of ability to present in an appropriate manner the result of an investigation into an educational subject which requires the Minister's previous approval'. This clearly represents a major advance in the intellectual demands placed on student teachers, and in fact was probably too stringent since by the time the qualification was abolished in 1923 only some 135 teachers in service had qualified for the TC 1. An interesting aspect of the abolition of the certificate was that this marked the
central government's withdrawal from white teacher training, this function henceforth being formally left to the provinces.

After Union in 1910 the central government assumed control of higher education, in terms of the Union of South Africa Act, delegating to the provinces responsibility for 'education other than higher'. This was a sop to the fears of both English- and Dutch-speaking whites concerning possible cultural domination by the other group, and the term was not clearly defined, leading to several conflicts and anomalies, one of which concerned teacher training. The provinces continued to provide teacher training through normal schools and training colleges while, as indicted above, the central government for a while controlled the postgraduate TC 1. Increasingly, however, the newly established universities began to offer their own postgraduate teacher training. The first to do so was the University of Cape Town, which established a Department of Education headed by a professor in 1910, when the institution was still known as the South African College, although the Grey University College in Bloemfontein had actually established a chair of pedagogy the previous year.

Under its first professor, the Englishman Fred Clarke, who was to play such an important role in the development of educational theory in Britain, in 1915 the new department incorporated the Cape Town Normal College, established by the Dutch Reformed Church in 1878, and in 1919, shortly after the South African College had become the University of Cape Town, the department became a full Faculty of Education. In the 1920s two degrees, the BEd and the PhD, were offered, and so were three certificates, the Secondary Teachers Certificate, the Higher Primary Teachers Certificate, and the Primary Teachers Certificate.

Rhodes University, Grahamstown, founded in 1904, introduced courses in education from 1913, and in due course also established a Faculty. All South African universities were subsequently to provide both initial and in-service teacher education courses, in
some cases late and somewhat reluctantly. The University of the Witwatersrand, for example, created a Faculty of Education only in the early 1970s, as a result of the passing of the National Education Policy Act, No 39 of 1967, and the National Education Policy Amendment Act, No 73 of 1969, which laid down the requirement that all (white) secondary school teachers should be university trained (this can happen in conjunction with a college of education or a technikon).

At first the general distinction was that the provinces trained primary teachers, in training colleges, and the universities trained secondary teachers. That distinction was never, however, a hard and fast one, as has already been indicated. Some training colleges have provided courses for specialist teachers of subjects like art and physical education in the junior secondary school and some universities have run degree courses for primary teachers.

The first university education departments inevitably drew their inspiration from their counterparts in Britain, and, in the case of Afrikaans universities, from Holland and Germany. The English-medium universities were largely staffed by people trained in Britain, who brought with them the influences of that country, and their curricula were generally based on the 'mother' country's, while British textbooks provided the prescribed reading. Like their English counterparts, South African university students of education in the first two decades of the century pondered on the lives and thoughts of the Great Educators, underwent a rapid chronological survey of the periods of western education from classical Greece, and studied some child psychology. The writers who led them through the thicket of the history of education would have included R H Quick with his essays on the educational reformers, Oscar Browning, Adamson, Watson and Woodward, all familiar names from the second chapter of this work. Later would come Americans like Paul Monroe and John Dewey (see Chapter 3), and finally, for some in the later 1920s, might come the first significant South African historian of education, E O Malherbe.
Teacher training for blacks

As was the case in much of colonial Africa—and if one ignores the sporadic efforts at schooling under the Dutch East Indies Company at the Cape in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries—the first formal schooling for blacks in South Africa was provided by Christian missionaries in the nineteenth century. The models for the education systems were taken from the countries from which the missionaries came, and are 'a clear example of the importation of non-African ideas to the continent'.

Formal teacher training for Africans in South Africa also began with the missionaries, and it is a matter of historical interest that they were engaged in this enterprise some considerable time before the Cape colonial government provided teacher training for whites. Lovedale Seminary (named after Dr John Love, a founder of the London Missionary Society and later chairman of the Glasgow Missionary Society) was the first to provide a form of teacher training, as an outgrowth of its elementary school which began in 1824 and in line with its policy of training indigenous evangelists and teachers. By 1839 the elementary school had 139 pupils and two years later the seminary was opened with an initial enrolment of eleven black and nine white male students. The whites were mainly the sons of the missionaries. The entrants had to be at least twelve years old and had to have had some elementary education, including a degree of proficiency in English. Lovedale's teacher training proper dates from 1851. In the early years the institution, which grew in time to include an industrial school and a co-educational secondary school as well as the theological seminar and the Normal department, was regularly interrupted by the frontier wars and the output was low. The colonial authorities provided small grants-in-aid (£12 p.a.) for every African teacher trained by the missionary institutions. By 1863 Lovedale itself had trained about twenty African teachers. In 1862 the Inspector-General of Schools reported favourably on Lovedale as 'probably the greatest educational establishment in South Africa'. At the same time he
commented very negatively on the great bulk of the colony's mission schools. According to Pells:
Lovedale was now producing about 40 native teachers a year, and the other ten institutions at least a dozen or more between them. These teachers had passed Standard VI and had then learned a little more arithmetic, English, geography,...
This gave them the Elementary Teachers Third Class Certificate. None of these teachers could teach any handwork.(35)
The records of the Cape Education Department, as analysed by Shepherd (36), reveal that between 1873 and 1876 Lovedale produced 184 passes in the ETC 3, the highest number in the colony. Among the African institutions only Healdtown (Wesleyan), which began with teacher training in 1853, was also able to produce a significant number of successful candidates. Between 1884 and 1886 Lovedale achieved 597 passes in Standards 3, 4 and 5, a higher number than was registered by any of the other 700 schools in the Cape. Its nearest rival was the (white) Wellington Girls School with 411 passes.
It is important to note that, despite such impressive figures - which suggest that in the second half of the nineteenth century African education could compete successfully with white - there was very little opportunity for Africans to undertake post-elementary education. This position lasted well into the twentieth century. Apart from Lovedale's 'higher department', the only secondary courses available to Africans as late as the first decade of this century were provided by the teacher training courses at the various missionary institutions. In 1906 almost two-thirds of the Cape's African schoolchildren did not complete Standard One and only 2.5% were in or above Standard Five.(37) Many of these latter were, of course, undertaking the teacher training course, the entrance qualification for which had been gradually raised, to Standard Five in 1899 and to Standard Six in 1901 (compare the figures given earlier in this chapter for the Transvaal, where Standard Six was laid down as the entry requirement for African student teachers only in 1928). Many of those taking the ETC 3 followed it not so much because they wished to become teacher- as because it offered their
only entry route into other white collar occupations, for example as clerks or interpreters. On the other hand, the intention of the missionary institutions themselves was to train sufficient numbers of teachers to staff their rural mission schools, which were predominantly small lower primary establishments with only one or two teachers.

Lovedale was certainly not typical of the missionary institutions. In 1892 only 31% of African candidates entered from eleven centres for the ETC 3 managed to pass. One of the problems was the curriculum: many people questioned the wisdom of including elements of a classical British public school course, particularly Greek and Latin (the rather wistful remark by Pells about the lack of handwork has already been noted, and a later section of this chapter will consider the question of a differentiated syllabus). James Stewart, principal of Lovedale from 1870 to 1905, was one of the critics. He scorned the strange combination of ‘Greek and grout of Portland cement, Horace and the hodman’s load of mortar’. He emphasised moral education, practical training and the need for hard work: Nothing will lift you to any equality with other nations except that which the majority of the race do not like, and that is hard work, persevering effort, continuous exertion, whether of mind or body.

The issue of the content of African education, whether in school or in teacher education, and the question whether or the extent to which it should be adapted and differentiated from that offered to the dominant group, is an important and complex one and will be discussed below, as will the question of a segregated education in which, it will by now have become obvious, the missionaries played a significant role through the very fact of the establishment of separate institutions for blacks (the presence of white pupils at Lovedale and certain other leading missionary institutions does not alter the general pattern and in any case the practice had ceased by the end of the century, largely as a result of pressure from the colonial government). Before considering such issues, which are fundamental to the present study, it is first necessary to complete this brief historical sketch of the origins and development
of teacher training for Africans in South Africa.

In Natal, the first examinations for African teachers' certificates were held in 1887. Candidates were drawn from teacher training colleges run in cooperation with mission schools. Adams College, near Amansiotiti, was the first to offer some form of teacher training, in 1853, thus not long after the pioneering moves in the Cape, and once again well before the Natal colonial authorities provided formal teacher training for whites. It was, however, only in 1911 that proper teacher training courses were established at Adams, followed by St Chad's, Mariannhill and others. Prior to that, the 'course' was merely an adaptation of the ordinary elementary curriculum, with an examination paper or teaching methods for those who wished to become teachers. After 1911 the course also involved teaching practice in a day school attached to the college, with some attention being paid to the 'principles' of education, method, and such matters as school organisation, marking and departmental returns. As in the British training colleges, the Methods Master played an important role: he arranged demonstration classes and listened to his students presenting model lessons. The emphasis throughout was on the practical skills required in the classroom, and there was little or no attention to 'theory of education' as such.

Nyaza gives an exhaustive account of the development of African teacher training in Natal, highlighting the differences between the Protestant and Catholic institutions. This is not relevant to the present study, but one may note in passing that the influences that shaped African teacher training in South Africa came not only from Britain but also from the USA, through the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mission (commonly abbreviated to the 'American Board'), and later known as the United Church Board of World Ministries which supplied Adams College with teaching staff for many years as well as establishing other schools, several with teacher training departments, in many parts of Zululand. The work of the American Board was influenced by the self-help philosophy of
Booker T Washington and the Tuskegee Institute, with important implications for the curriculum. Other influences came from Europe via the Catholics, including the Trappists who founded Mariannhill near Durban, which provided the base for the establishment of St Francis College in 1915. St Francis was one of the foremost African teacher training colleges in the country until the closure of the training department in 1973. Other leading Catholic institutions included St Joseph's, founded by the Benedictines near Vryheid in 1923, and St Bruno's, founded by the Dominican Sisters near Newcastle in 1923: both these colleges had only a short history in the field of teacher training as they were forced to close in 1956 as a direct consequence of the Bantu Education Act, which aimed at bringing control over African education under the state. Denominational influences in African teacher education and indeed in African education as a whole represents another of the many lacunae in the history of South African education, and could offer an interesting field for research.

It was not only the Catholic Church that introduced diverse European influences. The Norwegian Missionary Society, for example, started a Bible School at Umpumulo in 1893 which gradually developed into an important teacher training institution. The first African teacher training college in the Transvaal was begun by the Lutherans (the Berlin Missionary Society) at Botshabelo in 1926, and in the Orange Free State by the Anglicans at Modderpoort in 1928: previously Africans from these provinces, and from other parts of southern Africa, attended colleges in the Cape and Natal.

The significance of the various missionary societies in the provision of formal education, including teacher training and higher education, for Africans in South Africa over a period of about a century and a half cannot really be over-emphasised. By the mid-1940s, for example, Adams had a post-matriculation course which was transferred by the Natal Education Department to St Francis College, Mariannhill, in 1949, since the latter offered a Teachers' Third Class Senior Certificate course. This included four BA
courses of the University of South Africa. By 1957, the college had trained approximately 4,000 men and women teachers and its staff had published textbooks on school organisation and teaching methods, on agriculture, home economics, physiology and hygiene. These books were recognised by the Natal Education Department and were also used in teacher training courses in the other three provinces and in the British High Commission Territories of Basutoland (now Lesotho), Bechuanaland (now Botswana) and Swaziland.

This picture represents a considerable advance on the position at the time of the report of the Phelps-Stokes Commission of 1921-22, which summarised its impression of the teacher training course at the best of the institutions, Lovedale, in these words:

The teacher training course covers three years, requiring completion of the sixth standard for entrance. The first year is largely a repetition of the academic work of Standard 4, the second year repeats the work of Standard 5, and the third year that of Standard 6. The course fails to provide a sufficient amount of practice teaching, and the constant repetition of lower standard subjects not only excludes the possibility of advanced study, but also develops an indifference on the part of the student that is very noticeable. In this respect the attitude of the training college pupils was in striking contrast with the more active and alert attitude of the high school pupils.

The contribution of the missionaries to African education must be seen in the context of the relative neglect of the field by colonial administrations, and, in the case of South Africa, of the central government in the first few decades of Union. At the same time it is important to recognise that when full state control came in this country through the implementation of the Bantu Education Act, this did not altogether represent a complete break with the past, but that there were clear continuities with the education provided by the missionaries. These included segregation in education, and an adapted curriculum. These issues arise in the history of education throughout Africa, wherever Christian missionaries initiated formal, western education. They form the subject of the next section of this chapter.
Many white colonists in the nineteenth century and well into the twentieth century were opposed to the very idea of providing any formal education for Africans, particularly of an academic nature. It would 'spoil' them, render them unfit for their 'proper' occupations of manual or domestic labour, give them ideas above their station, make them dissatisfied, reduce the amount of money available for the education of whites, estrange them from their own communities, cause them to become mere imitators ('apeing the white man') or, more seriously, provide them in time with the means to compete on equal terms with their masters and rulers. 

This 'debate' need not detain us here. What is more important and relevant for the purposes of the present study is the issue of the proper content of 'native education', including teacher training. In essence this involves the question whether such education should simply follow European models as transplanted into colonies, or whether it should be adapted to local needs and circumstances, and, if so, to what extent.

Underlying such questions are a number of problems of interpretation, including an interpretation of the role of the missionaries in providing education. Were they noble altruists and selfless servants of the Gospel, or were they, wittingly or unwittingly, the agents of colonial and capitalist exploitation? The question is probably unanswerable, since evidence can be produced to build a case for either answer. It is obvious that moral judgments are involved, and that one needs to take as objective a view as possible. The role of the missionaries will be considered in some detail here, because an understanding of their role is fundamental to an understanding of the subsequent development of the South African education system, as has already been hinted above.

At one extreme there is the eulogistic view represented by Horrell:
It was the missionaries who first brought formal education to the Africans in South Africa. Their original purpose was to provide elementary education as an ancillary to evangelisation, but in so doing they began the process of sharing with Africans not only their knowledge of the true God but also the treasures of more highly developed civilisations. The dedicated work of the early missionaries, serving in remote rural areas, began to equip African tribesmen to play a worthy part, side by side with members of other races, in the development of the country they shared...

Cross has made the point that theological arguments alone are not adequate to understand the complexity of the missionary enterprise.(48) At the other extreme from Horrell's uncritical view is the almost total condemnation expressed by Majekel (50) and, more recently, Molteno. (51) A more balanced conclusion is provided by writers like Etherington (52) and Cook. In the latter's view: missionary education was an important agency for social control, socialising blacks into a respect for the coloniser's culture. But it would be a gross oversimplification to present this as the whole picture. Majekel argues that the missionaries played a crucial role in securing white dominance, and certainly they did help 'to build up a whole system of new ideas, new needs, and desires, new allegiances, new authorities and a new morality, all leading to an acceptance of the new civilisation by the Africans'. But they also generated pressures which would in time challenge white dominance. Thus missionary education operated in a complex and contradictory way, tying women to subordinate roles but at the same time liberating them from the particular subordination of tribal society by introducing them to new occupational roles - which implied a revolutionary new level of independence and earning capacity. Domestic service, as well as teaching and nursing, offered something of an escape from rural poverty and the constraints of traditional society. And for a minority, missionary education involved an exposure to ideas which questioned the fundamentals of both tribal and colonial inequality. (53)

It is the 'complex and contradictory' nature of missionary education that needs to engage our attention here: its effects were both negative and positive, both repressive and liberating.
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